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Aperture Visual Web Solution™ 

Increase the Value of Your Existing Solution 
In today’s business environment, issues such as cost avoidance, achieving operational 
excellence, delivering world-class customer service and providing information to 
management for better decision making are apparent throughout most organizations. 
Achieving these goals requires the aggregation and distribution of information about your 
organization’s business in context - or in an actionable format. Information about your 
organization’s business infrastructure - its people, space and assets - currently being 
managed in your Aperture solution is a critical part of running your business. Being able to 
effectively communicate this information to others in your organization can be the 
difference between a departmental tool and a high-value enterprise solution. 

The Aperture Visual Web Solution enables Aperture customers to publish their existing 
project through a Web portal, providing key infrastructure information to others in their 
organization. With the Aperture Visual Web Solution, you can easily and quickly deliver 
actionable information to others in your organization with Locators, Reports and 
Visualizers. 

Quickly Find People or Assets with Locators 
Locators can be established on virtually any data tracked within your Aperture solution. 
With Locators, you can search for any person or asset in your organization. If you don’t 
know the full name of the person or asset, you can type in the first few letters and choose 
from the matching results. Once you identify the exact person or asset, you can retrieve 
additional information and/or zoom to its exact location on an Aperture drawing. With 
Locators, you can publish an employee directory on your Intranet, search for conference 
rooms for a meeting, find IT assets for an audit, or locate data center equipment for faster 
problem resolution. 

Locate employees, conference rooms, 
IT assets or data center equipment 

Application Capabilities: 

• Get unlimited Aperture 
   Client licenses with the 
   Aperture Visual Web 

Solution 

• The Aperture Visual Web 
   Solution adds many 
   additional benefits for 
   BOTH customer with and 
   without SmartPictures 

• Apply the Aperture Visual
   Web Solution to ANY 
   existing Aperture solution 

• Control exactly what 
   information is published 

and who can see it 

• Each individual user has his 
   own login and gets a 
   personalized experience 



Aperture Visual Web Solution™ 

Provide Easy Access to Reports 
Now you can take your Aperture reports and provide single click access to anyone in your organization. You can provide 
access to chargeback or vacancy reports, asset inventories or space utilization analysis to anyone in your organization. 

Run any Aperture report with a single 
mouse click from a Web portal 

Deliver Actionable Information with Visualizers 
The Aperture Visual Web Solution enables you to provide easy and intuitive access to any drawings in your Aperture project. 
You can deliver colorized floor plans, proposals and raised floor space drawings to analyze current utilization and plan for 
future growth. You can allow users to select a drawing, over the Web, to run a report across. You can design a hierarchy of 
drawings, which enables users to intuitively navigate and easily find the information they need to be more productive or 
make key decisions. 

Provide quick, intuitive access to 
visual information over the Web 

The Aperture Visual Web Solution can be applied to any Aperture solution and you control exactly what information is 
published. It doesn’t matter what Aperture software you currently own - the Aperture Visual Web Solution can be applied to 
your solution and provide enhanced capabilities to your organization. 
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